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The exact: distribution of extremes of a non-gaussian stationary discrete process is obtained and 
their crossing intervals ,are studied in terms of the autocorrelation coefficients for any level of 
crossing. This process i!i; an important model for some physical magnitudes. 
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1. Introduction 
Most studies on extremes distributions have be:en done for random variables (2) 
and for Gaussian stochastic processes (e.g. [l] and [3]). In this paper we study the 
non-Gaussian Iprocess {Xi : i = 0, 1,2, . . . } defined as follows: 
Let U, t) be given real numbers uch that & = 1 + ey, and ( Y4 : i = 0, 1,2,. . .) i.i.d. 
random variables with d.f. = exp { - e-“‘-“)}. Define: 
l 
Yo- YAl for i = 0 
Xi = (1) 
max (xi--*, Yi)-V for i 31. 
Then it is readily shown inductively that Xi has the d.f. 
F(X) = exp ( - e- “). 
Monte-Carla) studies indicate ithat the autocorrelation functio 
process X = (16 : i = 0, l, 2,. . . } may be regarded as approximateI 
rJk)=p l exp*[ (k - 1)) with p = p(u) and c = c(u). ResuIts estim 
t#arnp!e of 1000 values are presented in Fig.1. 
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2. Tht; exuet distribution of the m~xfmum of n corwcutive xi ~&ws 
k 
The process X is a Markov process. In fact the simple structure of xi allclws a 
certain amount of “paslitig of conditilsning states” in the Markov property. 
Specifically it is easily checked that, if SJ,_., Q ui + Y; 
X-1 s l&-I, yI s t.& + ;O =* Ax ‘C & * Yi C Ui + V 
so that for real uO, uI, . . ., eci with fib-l c uj G v, 
P{X, G U 1) ** ~9 Xi d Uf) = P{XO *:I U& 0 .*, Xi s Ui, Yj S Uj + V) 
= P(X* S MO,. I ., .&l S z&l, yi d li.r + v} 
= P(Xo 6 UO, l s -7 Xi-g SZ l&i-l)P( x g llzi + V) 
giving, inductively, 
(X0 =G uo, **.$,Xt cUi)=eXp- { ,-(._.)[ $ ,-q+,-q 
if UI-I e ui + zz It follows ai: once from (3) that if 
Ui-1 G Ui + V, iii-2 G Ui-$3 
then one has 
(31 
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w i S Ui I Xi-! c Ui-1, 
=: exp( - e-(%+“-u)}” 
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It also follows at once from (3), by putting all ui = X, that the maximum 
X*, X1, l l l 9 Xn+ (or of any n a P consecutive Xi) has the distribution function 
of 
F,(X) = exp- {emX [(n - l)e-(“-uJ+ I]}. (4) 
It is interesting to note that this is the same as the distribution of the maximum of 
it* independent r.v.‘s with the same distribution as the Xi if 
n k = (n - l)e-‘“-“) + 1 = p + qn 
where p = 1 - e-(“-“) = (1 + e-“)- 1 and 4 "1-P. 
(5) 
3. Upcrossiing intervals of the process X 
An interval between successive instants lFor which Xi exceeds a level L is called 
an upcrossing interval for I.,. More precisely the distribution of upcrossing intervals 
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is the conditional dJstribution of the time to the first i > k such that Xi > L, given 
that Xk > L (for any given fixed k). Taking k = 0 and writing T for a r.v. with 
this distribution, it may be easily checked thtat 
P{T-1}= 1-AB 
p(yn:= r)” AB’-‘.(1-B) (P 2~2) 
where A =P{Y&L+v}=exp-{e -(L+u-“)} and I? = {X0 s L + v 1 X0> L}. Thus 
T is “almost igeometric” (and wouid be so if we restricted attention to intervals 
where Xi was required to fall below or to be equal to L before exceeding L). 
Simple calculation shows th,at 
ET=l+AB(l-A), var T = AB(l+ A - AB)/(I - A)*. 
As is intuitively reasonable, ET is the s;sme as if the Xi were independent. The 
ratio of \/(var 7’) to its value when the Xi are independent, t/(var 7’ind), isplotted in 
Fig. 2 as a function of L and u. 
4. The exalct diistribution of the minimum of rz consecutive Zi values with Zi = - Xi 
If %i = - Xi the d.f. of 2 is F*(z) = l- exp(z) and the d.f. of the minimum of n 
consecutive 2!, values, F:(z), can be obtained as 
F:(z)= 1-F”(--r). 
The expected value and the variance of the downcrossing interval for level L 
(interval between successive instants for which Zi does not exceed. L) are found to 
be: 
,ETZ (5) = ETir ( - 1,) and VAR Tz (L) = VAR 1”, ( - L). 
!5. An appllicad ion 
.As an example, the process X was formulated to study the daily maxima, 
[A&, : t = 0, 1, Z!, . l * 1, of deseasonalized wind hourly mean velocities (ri : i = 
0,192, l - l 1, recorded in Lisbon and expressed in km/h. Using a sample of 300 hours 
(1961) the estimated autocorrelation function is given in Fig. 1 (ii = - 1.S j and the 
estimated di:;tribution of y is presented in Fig. 3(a) with F(y:)= 
exp{ - e -O.ZW(y to.3721 I . 
Using eq. (“?I the distribution of My was obtained as F(M,:) = exp{e-0*2M(M~-7*94g)}. 
This law fits well the data extracted from another sample of 365 days (1962) and it is 
presented in Fig. 3(b). This hypothesis is not rejected if a x2 test is applied to My 
values classif%:d in 4 groups: 
= 2.366 < x:-,(0.95) = ‘7.815 
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where Ok (&) is the number of observed (expected) My values greater than Ik_l and 
not greater than Ik (‘Table I). 
Table 1. M.. significance test 
K 0 1 2 3 4 
G --Qo 14.197 17.KU 21.665 +a, 
Ok - 292 37 18 1 
6 - 292 41 1 13 
t. V. Tuuares 
(1) The t dati ship of n with n* (eq. 5) shows how p’ is relevant o determine 
the extremes dist wtion. OiSviously, n * is never higher than n. 
(2) The (expected upcrossiag (downcrosrsing) interval is; a function of L but it is 
not a functiQn1 of p. 
(3) The apcrossing (downcro!;sing) interval variance its a function of p and L. 
This relatiojl sensitivity is studied in Fig. Z!. 
(4) As a~ example, this process was applied to deseasonalized hourly mean 
wind velocities recorded in Lisbon and the distribution obtained for the daily 
maxima ma!&es the ana,lyzeId data well. 
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